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FINISHED QUILT SIZES 
MAT 33" x 33"
RUNNER 21" x 81"

Please read through all the directions first before starting. Assume 
1/4" seam allowance. Sew with right sides together unless otherwise 
stated. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted. Yardage is 
based on a 42" width of fabric.
WOF: Width of Fabric  
RST: Right Sides Together
HST: Half Square Triangle

Basic knowledge of quilt piecing techniques and terminology is 
required. Please visit our website at www.rileyblakedesigns.com/
pattern-updates to check for any updates before beginning this 
project. Have fun!

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS for MAT and RUNNER
1 Cream or Blush Hello Spring panel (P12967-CREAM, P12967-BLUSH)
1 yard Confetti Cottons Le Creme (C120-LECREME)* 
   *If using CREAM panel
1 yard Confetti Cottons Ballerina (C120-BALLERINA)* 
   *If using BLUSH panel
2/3 yard Main Cream (C12960-CREAM)
5/8 yard Geometric Seafoam (C12963-SEAFOAM)
2/3 yard Daisies Seafoam (C12962-SEAFOAM)
1/2 yard Texture Cream (C610 -CREAM)
1/2 yard Runner Binding - Texture Julep (C610-JULEP)
1/3 yard Mat Binding - Texture Heather (C610 -HEATHER)

OTHER SUPPLIES
Basic Sewing Supplies
21/8 yards WIDEBACK Backing
41" x 41" piece of Batting for Mat
29" x 89" piece of Batting for Runner

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
Cream Hello Spring panel:
First, cut quilt block squares from panel at 101/2" x 101/2", centering 
the image. Set aside. 

Next, Fussy Cut each letter to fit the entire design with at least 
1/2" around the perimeter of the design. Pay close attention to the 
areas circled in RED on letters P, R, and N in the diagram below.

Confetti Cottons Le Creme OR Ballerina:
Cut (10) 3" x WOF strips. These are the Coping strips.

Main Cream:
Cut (1) 101/2" x WOF strip. Subcut into (2) 101/2" x 101/2" squares.
Cut (1) 11" x WOF strip. Subcut into (2) 11" x 11" squares, label as A

Geometric Seafoam:
Cut (1) 11" x WOF strip. Subcut into (2) 11" x 11" squares, label as B

Cut (4) 2" x WOF strips. Subcut into:
    (2) 2" x 301/2" strips               
    (2) 2" x 33" strips

Daisies Seafoam:
Cut (3) 61/2" x WOF strips. Subcut into (28) 61/2" x 31/2" rectangles.

Texture Cream:
Cut (3) 11/2" x WOF strips. Subcut into (56) 11/2" x 11/2" squares.
Cut (1) 31/2" x WOF strip. Subcut into (4) 31/2" x 31/2" squares.
Cut (6) 2" x WOF strips. Subcut (2) into 2" x 21" strips. 
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QUILT ASSEMBLY
Assemble the mat and runner in order shown. Trim directions are 
given often to ensure accurate piecing. Press toward the print fabrics, 
unless otherwise stated.

HELLO SPRING MAT
2-at-a-time Half-Square Triangles
1. Gather (1) A square and (1) B square. Draw a line from corner to 

corner on the wrong side of the A square. Place both squares RST 
and pin in place.  

2. Sew 1/4" seam on either side of the drawn line as shown. Using your 
ruler and rotary cutter, trim directly on the drawn line. Press both 
HSTs. Trim both HST units to 101/2" x 101/2" square. Make (1) more 
2-at-a-time HST unit for a total of (4) HSTs measuring 101/2" x 101/2" 
square.

3. Next, gather (4) 101/2" x 101/2" HSTs, (2) 101/2" x 101/2" Main Cream 
squares, and (3) 101/2" x 101/2" quilt block squares from the main panel.
Lay them out as shown. Pin and sew them together into rows as 
shown. Press. Each row should measure 301/2" x 101/2".

4. Sew each row RST until you have a mat measuring 301/2" x 301/2" as 
shown. Press.

5. Sew (2) 2" x 301/2" Geometric Seafoam strips to the top and bottom 
of the mat as shown. Press. 

6. Then sew (2) 2" x 33" Geometric Seafoam strips to the sides of the 
mat as shown. Press. 

7. Your Hello Spring Mat is complete!
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HELLO SPRING RUNNER
8. Gather all (6) main panel letters to spell SPRING. Measure the sides 

of the panel letter S. Using this length measurement, cut (2) of 
this length from (1) of the Confetti Cottons Le Creme (or Ballerina)        
3" x WOF Coping strips. Sew (1) to each side of the panel letter S, as 
shown in the diagram below. Press. 

9. Now measure the top and bottom of the panel letter S. Using this 
length measurement, cut (2) of this length from (1) of the Confetti 
Cottons Le Creme (or Ballerina) 3" x WOF Coping strips. Sew (1) to 
the top and (1) to the bottom of the panel letter S, as shown in the 
diagram below. Press. Repeat steps 1-2 with remaining (5) panel 
letters.

10. Using a 121/2" x 121/2" ruler, trim your panel letter blocks down to 
121/2" x 121/2" (red dashed line in diagram below), making sure to 
leave a 11/2" space between the bottom of each LETTER and the 
bottom edge of the block. NOTE: this is the bottom of the LETTER, 
so some design elements will fall below this line. That is OK! We are 
making sure the bottom of each LETTER lines up across the runner. 
See diagram at top right.

11. Sew all trimmed letters RST to make a row as shown below. Press. 
Completed letter row should measure 721/2" x 121/2". Set aside. 
NOTE: Coping strip widths and lengths will vary with each letter. This 
is OK! You’ll notice all the letters should line up horizontally along 
the runner.

 

12. Gather (56) 11/2" x 11/2" Texture Cream squares. Draw a line from 
corner to corner on the wrong side of each of the (56) 11/2" x 11/2" 
Texture Cream squares. Sew (2) 11/2" x 11/2" Texture Cream squares 
on the drawn line to the top corners of (1) 61/2" x 31/2" Daisies 
Seafoam rectangle as shown.

13. Trim excess fabric 1/4" away from the just-sewn seams as shown. 
Press. Repeat steps 2-3 to complete (27) more scallops for a total 
of (28) scallops that each measure 61/2" x 31/2". 

Same length measurement

Same length
measurement

11/2"

Design element falls BELOW 
11/2" cut line. This is OK!

11/2"11/2"

Design element falls BELOW 
11/2" cut line. This is OK!
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14. Sew (12) scallops together to form (1) 721/2" x 31/2" row of 
scallops. Press. Repeat for a total of (2) scallop rows measuring              
721/2" x 31/2". Sew these rows to the top and bottom of the SPRING 
row as shown.

15. Next, sew (2) scallops together. Press. Then add (2) 31/2" x 31/2" 
Texture Cream squares to either end of the scallops as shown. 
Press. Repeat for a total of (2) scallop and square rows measuring 
181/2" x 31/2".

16. Sew these rows to the sides of the SPRING row as shown. Press.

17. Sew (2) 2" x WOF Texture Cream strips together, then cut down to 
2" x 781/2". Repeat with (2) more 2" x WOF strips. These are the top 
and bottom runner borders. 

18. Sew the (2) 2" x 781/2" strips to the top and bottom of the runner 
as shown. Press. 

19. Then sew (2) 2" x 21" Cream Texture strips to the sides of the 
runner as shown. Press. 

 

20. Your Hello Spring Runner is done!

FINISHING YOUR MAT & RUNNER
Layer your backing, batting, and quilt tops. Quilt as desired. Bind the 
edges with your favorite binding method using the prepared binding.  
Enjoy and share your quilt using the hashtags #hellospringfabric 
#rileyblakedesigns #iloverileyblake. 


